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ABSTRACT 

In this work, thin-film lithium niobate (LiNbO3) 
acoustic delay line (ADL) based oscillators are 
experimentally investigated for the first time for the 
application of single-mode oscillators and frequency comb 
generation. The design space for the ADL-based oscillator 
is first analyzed, illustrating that the key to low phase noise 
lies in high center frequency (𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑜), large delay (𝜏𝜏𝐺𝐺), and low 
insertion loss (IL) of the delay. Therefore, two self-
sustained oscillators employing low noise amplifiers (LNA) 
and a low IL, long delay (𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑜 = 157MHz, IL = 2.9 dB, 𝜏𝜏𝐺𝐺 = 
200 – 440ns) SH0 mode ADLs are designed for a case study. 
The two SH0 ADL oscillators show measured phase noise 
of -109 dBc/Hz and -127 dBc/Hz at 10-kHz offset while 
consuming 16 mA and 48 mA supply currents, respectively. 
Although the carrier power of the proposed oscillator is 
lower than published state-of-the-art ADL oscillators, 
competitive phase noise performance is still attained thanks 
to the low IL. Finally, frequency comb generation is also 
demonstrated with the same delay line and a commercial 
RF feedback amplifier, showing a comb spacing of 
3.4 MHz that matches the open-loop characterization.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Acoustic delay lines (ADL) are a useful function block 
for a wide verity of applications, such as chemical sensors 
[1], nonreciprocal components [2], frequency references 
[3], RF filters [4], and frequency-agile radars [5]. Thanks 
to the recent advances on microelectromechanical systems 
(MEMS) technologies, high-performance MEMS plate 
wave ADLs based on lithium niobate (LiNbO3) [6]-[10], 
aluminum nitride (AlN) [11], and gallium nitride (GaN) 
[12][13] have been explored. Among the piezoelectric 
materials investigated so far, LiNbO3 is the most promising 
for plate wave ADL as it provides larger electromechanical 
coupling (k2) and reflectivity (Γ) than conventional surface 
acoustic wave (SAW) ADLs. The exceptional k2 and 
various available modes in LiNbO3 can result in wide 
bandwidth (BW), low insertion loss (IL), and high 
frequency (fo) ADL over a wide range of time delay (𝜏𝜏𝐺𝐺). 
As evidence, LiNbO3 delay lines have recently been 
demonstrated at GHz frequenies with sub-10 dB IL and 𝜏𝜏𝐺𝐺 
up to 900 ns using both the fundamental symmetric Lamb 
wave (S0) [7] and fundamental shear horizontal plate wave 
(SH0) [14]. Low loss, long delay, high frequency, and 
wideband shown in these ADLs are especially beneficial to 
realizing low phase noise and power-efficient designs as 
either a single-mode RF oscillator [12] or a comb 
frequency generator [15].  

In this paper, we have demonstrated both the single-
mode oscillator and comb generation to fully exploit the 
advances made in LiNbO3 plate wave ADLs. We use a 
fabricated SH0 mode ADL with fo = 157 MHz, IL = 2.9 dB, 
𝜏𝜏𝐺𝐺 = 270 ns, and FBW > 6% as the demonstration vehicle 
[6]. Two commercially available low noise RF amplifiers 
are used to configure oscillator circuits with variable carrier 
power. Finally, the oscillator performance is evaluated 
based on phase noise and dc-current consumption. The 
demonstrated LiNbO3 ADL oscillators not only outperform 
the Lamb wave ADL oscillator reported in the literature [12] 
but also attaining competitive performance to commercial 
power-consuming SAW ADL oscillators at reduced carrier 
power [16][17]. 

 
ADL-BASED OSCILLATORS 
Phase Noise Model 

To understand the design parameters of ADL-based 
oscillators, a linear time-invariant (LTI) phase noise model 
[18] is adopted in this work. Fig. 1 shows the block diagram 
of a general feedback oscillator using a high-Q resonator or 
a delay line as the frequency-determining element. Fig. 1(b) 
and (c) show the conceptual output spectrum of a single-
mode oscillator and a comb generator based on different 
feedback elements, respectively. Unlike a high-Q resonator 
providing only one operating point for meeting the 
Barkhausen criteria, the delay line-based oscillator can 
operate at different modes within its bandwidth [18]. Under 
multimode oscillation, the spacing between the adjacent 

 
Figure 1: (a) LTI model representation for general 
oscillators employing a high-Q resonator or a delay line as 
the frequency selection element. (b) Output spectrum for a 
single-mode oscillator, and (c) comb-generator. 
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modes is inversely proportional to the delay time (𝜏𝜏𝐺𝐺) of  
the delay line [Fig. 1(c)].  

To derive the phase noise, the bandpass response of the 
ADL is firstly modeled as a delay element with a passband 
and a time constant 𝜏𝜏𝐵𝐵 = 2𝑄𝑄𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝜔𝜔𝑜𝑜⁄  [18], and is given by 

𝛽𝛽(𝑠𝑠) = 𝑒𝑒−𝑠𝑠𝜏𝜏𝐺𝐺 ∙
1

1 + 𝑠𝑠𝜏𝜏𝐵𝐵
, 

where 𝑄𝑄𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 = 𝜔𝜔𝑜𝑜 BW3dB⁄  is derived from the 3 dB 
bandwidth of the ADL [Fig. 1(a)]. Assuming that the 
flicker noise in each component can be neglected, the 
overall phase noise spectrum can then be found in the 
following form,  

ℒ(𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚) ≈ 10(−174−𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐+IL+NF) 10⁄ ∙ |𝐻𝐻(𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚)|2 
where 

|𝐻𝐻(𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚)|2 =
1 + 𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚2𝜏𝜏𝐵𝐵2

2 − 2 cos(𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝜏𝜏𝐺𝐺) + 𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚2𝜏𝜏𝐵𝐵2 + 2𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝜏𝜏𝐵𝐵 sin(𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝜏𝜏𝐺𝐺), 

and 𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚 (Hz)  is the offset frequency from the carrier, 
𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶  (dBm) is the carrier power in the loop, IL (dB) is the 
insertion loss of the ADL, and NF (dB) is the noise figure 
of the amplifier, respectively. Fig. 2 depicts the phase noise 

plots under different IL and delay conditions using the 
phase noise model. It is evident that large delay and low IL 
are the keys to obtain low phase noise based on theoretical 
modeling. 
 
Design of SH0 ADL 

In this work, the ADL is designed in an X-cut 
suspended LiNbO3 thin film (800-nm) with thin Au 
electrodes (100-nm). A pair of single-phase unidirectional 
transducers (SPUDT) is arranged on the opposite ends of 
ADL to transmit and receive the SH0 acoustic wave signal 
with minimal loss. To obtain the maximum 
electromechanical coupling coefficient of SH0, the elastic 
wave propagation direction is selected at -10° to the +Y 
axis. Fig. 3(a) illustrates the 3D finite-element 
displacement plot of the ADL with COMSOL Multiphysics. 
The delay length LG between two SPUDTs is set as 1 mm, 
yielding a moderate time delay around 270 ns. Ten SPUDT 
cells are selected to obtain low IL and wide bandwidth 
concurrently for both the single-mode oscillator and comb-
generator demonstration. Fig. 3(b) shows the simulated 
frequency response of the SH0 ADL in terms of magnitude 
and phase of S21 and extracted group delay. Under 
conjugate matching, the simulated transmission spectrum 
shows a wide bandwidth of around 10%. Minor ripples in 
extracted group delay [Fig. 3(b)] are caused by the finite 
unidirectionality of the transducers and internal multi-
reflections [8]. More importantly, there are seven potential 
oscillation points within ADL passband due to the long 
delay around 270 ns. 

The MEMS ADL is fabricated based on the process 
described in [6]. The gold electrodes are well protected by 
the photoresist (PR) from being exposed to XeF2 during the 
device release step. Finally, Fig. 4 shows the optical photo 
of the fabricated SH0 ADL with its dimensions labeled.  

 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
ADL Characterization and Oscillator Design 

The fabricated SH0 ADL is characterized by the 
Keysight PNA-X N5249A vector network analyzer. The 
ADL is matched to 50 Ω ports of the PNA using tunable 

 
Figure 3: Finite-element-simulated (a) unscaled cross-
sectional displacement plot and (b) frequency domain 
responses of the SH0 ADL. 

  
Figure 2: Simulated phase noise for a 150 MHz ADL 
oscillator with respect to IL and delay based on the model 
in Fig. 1.  

 
Figure 4: Optical photo of the fabricated SH0 ADL with 
dimensions listed in the table. 
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LC matching networks on the printed circuit board (PCB), 
revealing a minimum IL of 2.9 dB at 157 MHz, as shown 
in Fig. 5(a). The extracted group delay shows larger ripples 
spanning from 200 to 440 ns than the simulation results in 
Fig. 3(b), producing an averaged 𝜏𝜏𝐺𝐺 near 275 ns.  

Fig. 5(b) presents a detailed oscillator circuit 
schematic. In this work, a specific ADL on the MEMS chip 
is paired with two low noise amplifiers (MAR-6+ and ZFL-
1000LN+ from Mini-Circuits, Inc.). Both amplifiers 
feature similar NF below 2.9 dB. The MAR-6+ is biased at 
a lower supply voltage (VCC = 6 V) for lower carrier power 
operation. Instead, ZFL-1000LN+ is operated at VCC = 15 
V for larger carrier power. The variable attenuator is placed 
before ADL as a passive limiter for tuning the driving 
power (Pdrive).  

 
Measurement Results 

Fig. 6(a) shows the photo of the evaluation board with 
MAR-6+ as the amplifier. Fig. 6(b) presents the measured 
phase noise under various output power (Po). By changing 
the attenuation, three phase noise curves with different 
carrier power levels are recorded. With MAR-6+, the phase 
noise of -99 dBc/Hz and -109 dBc/Hz at 10-kHz offset are 
measured under Po = -15 dBm and -5.7 dBm, respectively. 
In this configuration, the LNA is intended to deliver low 
output power because of its low supply voltage (VCC = 6V). 
By replacing the LNA with ZFL-1000LN+, phase noise of 
-127 dBc/Hz is measured at 10-kHz offset with Po = 
0.5 dBm. Since the NFs of both LNAs are similar, higher 
carrier power leads to better phase noise at all offsets as 
expected. The minimum phase noise floor demonstrated in 
this work is lower than -161 dBc/Hz.  

We also have studied the phase noise behavior under 
large carrier power with LNA ZFL-1000LN+. The output 
power Po is measured from the output terminal of the 
directional coupler within the attenuation range from 20 dB 
to 5 dB, as shown in Fig. 7(a). Initially, the phase noise 
improves as the attenuation decreases due to the increased 

Po. However, as the attenuation goes from 10 dB to 5 dB, 
the phase noise worsens and Po reduces from 0.5 to -2.8 
dBm. This phenomenon is likely related to the temperature 
rise of the delay line at higher power. The relationship 
between Po and phase noise at 10-kHz offset is summarized 
in Fig. 7(b). 

Finally, the frequency comb generation is also 
demonstrated using ZFL-1000LN+ with proper biasing 
conditions, as shown in Fig. 8(a). The comb spacing of 
3.4 MHz matches the simulation results in Fig. 3(b) as well 
as the open-loop characterization in Fig. 5(a). The phase 
noise of the comb generator is depicted in Fig. 8(b). 

Comparisons between this work and previous arts are 
tabulated in Table 1, confirming that the demonstrated 
oscillator has a comparable phase noise but with wider 
bandwidth and lower supply current consumption. Finally, 
the close-to-carrier phase noise is limited by the 
insufficiently long delay and the flicker noise of the system. 
Provide with minimized propagation loss in ADLs [7][8], 
there is still great potential for further improvement in ADL 
oscillators. 

 

 
Figure 6: (a) Oscillator board photo with MAR-6+ as the 
feedback amplifier. (b) Measured phase noise plots under 
different carrier power levels.  

 
Figure 7: (a) Overall phase noise variations and (b) output 
power and phase noise at 10-kHz offset with respect to 
different attenuation. 

 
Figure 5: (a) Open-loop characterization of the SH0 ADL 
with matching network integrated on PCB. (b) Circuit 
topology of the ADL-based oscillator. 
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CONCLUSION 
We have presented the design and characterization of 

the single-mode RF oscillators as well as a comb generator 
based on a thin-film SH0 LiNbO3 ADL at 157 MHz. The 
oscillator shows phase noise of -109 dB/Hz at 10-kHz and 
-153 dBc/Hz at 1-MHz offset at a carrier frequency of 157 
MHz while consumes only 16 mA. The acoustic comb 
generation has also been demonstrated with the same delay 
line under proper biasing conditions. The demonstrated 
LiNbO3 ADL oscillator is comparable to the published 
SAW and Lamb-wave ADL oscillators in terms of phase 
noise and current consumption. 
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Figure 8: Demonstration of comb generation using ZFL-1000LN+. 
(a) Wideband oscillation spectrum. (b) Phase noise comparison of 
the single-mode oscillator and comb generator. 

Table 1: Comparison of Single-Mode ADL Oscillators.  
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